CAMP Students & Forms

Welcome to the CAMP wiki for Students and Forms!

- More information on the CAMP chair: please visit http://campar.in.tum.de

Summer term 2020

- Wiki for practical course PMSD: Project Management and Software Development for Medical Applications (summer 2020)
- Wiki for the lecture Image Guided Surgery (summer 2020)
- Wiki for the seminar Computational Imaging Seminar (summer 2020)
- Wiki for the seminar C++: discovering and teaching modern C++20 programming (summer 2020)
- Registration form for seminar C++: discovering and teaching modern C++20 programming (CLOSED)

Winter term 2019/20

- Wiki for the seminar Computational Imaging (winter 2019/20)
- Wiki for practical course Project Management and Software Development for Medical Applications (winter 2019/20)
- Wiki for seminar Deep Learning for Medical Applications (winter 2019/20)

Summer term 2019

- Registration form for practical course Deep Learning from Scratch in C++ (CLOSED)

Winter term 2018/19

- Wiki for the seminar C++: discovering and teaching modern C++17 programming (winter 2018/19)
- Registration form for the seminar C++: discovering and teaching modern C++17 programming (CLOSED)

Summer term 2018

- Public Seminar archive: C++: discovering and teaching modern C++17 programming (summer 2018)
- Wiki for the seminar C++: discovering and teaching modern C++17 programming (summer 2018)
- Registration form for the seminar C++: discovering and teaching modern C++17 programming (CLOSED)

Winter term 2017/18

- Registration form for the BMT exam inspection: 2018-02-23 BMT exam inspection registration (CLOSED)